Imaging Confirmation of Yo-Yo Reflux in Cases with Incomplete Ureteric Duplication
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Abstract

Background: Incomplete ureteric duplication can be associated with either ureteropelvic obstruction involving the lower moiety or reflux between the ureters (yo-yo reflux). Yo-yo reflux can be a cause of repeated urinary tract infection with subsequent renal damage. Aim of the work: The current study evaluated the presence of yo-yo reflux as reason of upper moiety dilation in cases with incomplete duplication of upper urinary tract. Methodology: 10 cases with a dilated upper moiety of duplex renal pelvicalyceal system were examined with color duplex ultrasonography. All were further investigated with intravenous pyelography (IVP), and ascending/micturating cystography. Results: 9 cases with upper moiety dilation showed complete duplication of the pelvicalyceal systems and ureters and 1 case with dilated upper moiety showed incomplete ureteric duplication in which the diagnosis of Yo-yo reflux was confirmed by color duplex ultrasound in addition to the intravenous pyelography findings. Conclusion: The presence of antegrade/retrograde flow within the dilated moiety of a duplex kidney during color duplex study in addition to the intravenous pyelography findings can confirm the diagnosis of yo-yo reflux.
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1. Introduction

A duplex collecting system is a common congenital anomaly of the urinary tract [1]. Duplex collecting system can be classified into duplex kidney with 2 separate pelvicalyceal systems. Duplex kidney drains into single, bifid, or double ureters. A bifid pelvicalyceal system drains into one pelviureteric junction or double ureters [2]. Incomplete ureteric duplication can be associated with either ureteropelvic obstruction involving the lower moiety or reflux between the ureters (yo-yo reflux) [3]. Yo-yo reflux can be a
cause of repeated urinary tract infection with subsequent renal damage [4]. So every effort should be done to rule out the presence of yo-yo reflux in cases with duplicated collecting system.

Various radiological modalities used to investigate the abnormalities of renal collecting system include intravenous pyelography, ascending/micturating cystography [5] [6] [7], computed tomography [8] and magnetic resonance urography [9] [10].

Few imaging trials were recorded for imaging of yo-yo reflux by isotope scan [11], and one case report with color Duplex sonography [3].

The Aim of the Work

The current study evaluated the presence of yo-yo reflux as reason of upper or lower moiety dilation in cases with incomplete duplication of upper urinary tract.

2. Methodology

10 cases with a dilated upper moiety of duplex renal pelvicalyceal systems were examined with color duplex ultrasonography from December 2015 to August 2016 at a private radiology center using a Sonoace X8 ultrasound machine (Medison, Korea). All were examined with convex probe of frequency 3.5 MHZ.

The patients were examined after an Informed consent was given by their parents prior to the study, with B mode ultrasound and with color and pulsed Doppler sonography to evaluate the presence of antegrade/retrograde flow within the collecting system, all were examined in supine, prone position during full urinary bladder and after micturation. Their ages ranged from 5 to 12 years old. 2 cases were incontinent of urine, 2 cases were presented with repeated urinary tract infection and the other 6 cases were asymptomatic and discovered incidentally. All were further investigated with intravenous pyelography (IVP), and ascending/micturating cystography.

3. Results

9 cases with upper moiety dilation showed complete duplication of the pelvicalyceal systems and ureters, among them 3 cases with ectopic ureteric insertion into the upper vagina, bladder neck and posterior urethra, one case with normal ureteric insertion and vesicoureteric reflux and the other 5 cases with terminal ureteric ureteroceles.

8 cases showed no color flow within the dilated pelvicalyceal system by color duplex US (Figure 1) and one case showed color changes representing both antegrade and retrograde weak flow at the dilated upper moiety suggesting of high grade reflux. One case was a female child aged 5 years was presented with localized cyst related to the upper pole of the right kidney The kidney showed duplex pelvicalyceal system and the cyst related to the upper pole showed no arterial or venous flow pattern and seen representing mildly dilated upper moiety of the duplex pelvicalyceal system (Figure 2).

The dilated upper moiety showed alternating red and blue color flow signal inside (Figure 3) with both antegrade and retrograde flow with pulsed Doppler sonography suggesting reflux (Figure 4). So the patient was subjected to an intravenous pyelography
Figure 1. Color duplex sonography showing obstructive dilation of upper left renal moiety with no color changes within the dilated pyelocalyceal group.

Figure 2. Real time sonography showing dilated upper moiety of duplex right kidney.

Figure 3. Color duplex sonography showing antegrade/retrograde flow suggested by the color changes within the dilated upper moiety of the duplex right kidney (indicator).
(IVP) exam. The result of IVP showed incomplete duplication of upper right sided urinary tract with 2 ureters seen uniting at the level of 5th lumbar vertebrae (Figure 5, Figure 6), no signs of obstruction seen with mildly dilated upper moiety ureter and the draining pelvicalyceal system. Both color duplex sonography and IVP findings confirm the presence of yo-yo reflux between the lower moiety and upper moiety ureters at the site of their union.

The patient was advised to follow up and conservative management since no gross dilation of the upper moiety observed and no history of repeated urinary tract infection.

4. Discussion

The differential diagnosis of duplex upper urinary tract with dilated upper moiety includes complete duplication of the collecting system with 2 pyeolcalyceal systems and duplicated ureters, the upper moiety ureter was subjected to obstruction by terminal ureterocele with stenotic meatus or can be subjected to ectopic insertion with subsequent more liability to reflux. In an incomplete ureteric duplication the ureters fuse while they descend to reach the urinary bladder with subsequent reflux between the high pressure ureter and low pressure ureter which is usually the upper ureter with subsequent upper ureteric and upper moiety dilatation. The presence of alternating color flow signal detected at the upper moiety and the antegrade/retrograde flow with pulsed Doppler suggesting reflux will exclude the presence of obstruction due to terminal ureterocele associated with complete ureteric duplication, also only single color jet was originating in the urinary bladder (ureteric jet) is not suggesting of but not totally
Figure 5. IVP exam showing duplex pyelocalyceal system of the right kidney with partially duplicated ureters seen fused opposite to the level of L5 vertebrae with proximally dilated upper ureter and upper moiety.

Figure 6. Post micturation IVP shows partially duplicated ureters with dilated upper collecting system on the right side.
excluding the presence of complete duplication since the upper moiety ureter may show ectopic insertion.

Perhaps the short distance of refluxing jet to reach the upper moiety in an incomplete duplication with Yo-Yo reflux plays a role in the observation of color changes. While in case with complete ureteric duplication and ectopic ureteric insertion the presence of color changes within the diluted moiety will be only observed with high grade reflux and will lead to markedly dilated pelvicalyceal group and low grade reflux will not show color changes and may not show dilated calyces.

So the presence of color changes in mildly dilated moiety of duplex kidney will raise the possibility of incomplete ureteric dilation and subsequent yo-yo reflux, while the presence of markedly dilated moiety in the presence of color changes will lead to the possibility of complete duplication with ectopic insertion of the ureter, and the absence of color changes within a diluted moiety will raise the possibility of complete duplication and terminal ureteric obstruction.

The use of both intravenous pyelography and color duplex sonography can confirm the presence of yo-yo reflux if partially duplicated ureter and dilated one moiety was detected with IVP in addition to the presence of antegrade/retrorgrade flow within the dilated moiety with color duplex sonography.

5. Conclusion

Yo-yo reflux is an uncommon cause of dilated upper moiety of duplex kidney, but should be considered when observing antegrade and retrograde flow within the dilated pyelocalyceal group by color duplex sonography in addition to the presence of incomplete ureteric duplication by intravenous pyelography.
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